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Social representations of the colonization and decolonization processes among young people from a former European colonial power (Portugal) and from an 
African ex-colony (Mozambique) were investigated through surveys using open- and closed-ended questions about national history, focusing on the identity 
functions of collective memories. Hegemonic and contested representations were found of the most prominent events related to Portuguese colonization of 
Mozambique, arousing a range of collective emotions. A central place is occupied by memories of the Colonial War, which ended with the Carnation Revolution 
in Portugal and the subsequent independence of the Portuguese African colonies. Overall, the depiction of colonialism was more negative for Mozambican than 
for Portuguese participants. The violent effects of colonial action were very salient in Mozambican memories, which stressed the most oppressive aspects of the 
colonial period, associated with slave trade and brutal repression. On the Portuguese side, the idealization of the voyages of discovery persisted, obscuring the 
most violent effects of colonial expansion. However, collective memories of colonization of former colonizer and former colonized do not simply stand opposed. 
Both Mozambican and Portuguese participants reported ambivalent feelings towards the colonization process.

Collective Memories of Portuguese Colonial Action  
in Africa: Representations of the Colonial Past  
among Mozambicans and Portuguese Youths
Rosa Cabecinhas, Social Sciences Institute, University of Minho, Portugal
João Feijó, Center of African Studies, ISCTE, Portugal, and Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, Mozambique

!e last colonial empire collapsed thirty-"ve years ago. 
!e Portuguese was the most enduring European empire 
and the last one to fall. !e empire only "nished in #$%&, 
a time usually considered as “postcolonial.” A'er the end 
of World War II, self-determination movements spread 
all over Asia and Africa. Attempting to stop the tide, the 
dictatorial regime of António de Oliveira Salazar—the New 
State (#$()–%*)—renewed its e+orts to ensure the continu-
ity of Portugal’s African empire.# !e idea of empire was 
"rmly implanted in national consciousness and served as 
a main source of national pride. Meanwhile, in Portuguese 
Africa, resistance against colonial rule intensi"ed from the 
late #$&,s on, culminating in an armed liberation struggle 
(#$)#–%*), which started in Angola and spread to Guinea-
Bissau and Mozambique, leading to the collapse of colonial 

rule and, in a related process, to the end of dictatorship in 
Portugal (Lloyd-Jones and Pinto (,,-).

!e Revolution of April (&, #$%*, which became known as 
the Carnation Revolution, brought about deep changes in 
both internal and external Portuguese politics. Measures 
considered to be priorities were symbolically conveyed by 
the “-Ds” slogan “Decolonization, Democracy, Develop-
ment.” !e end of the Colonial War became an imperative, 
and more and more frequently crowds cried out on the 
streets “no more soldiers to the colonies” (Vieira (,,,, 
#%#). Negotiations started at once for recognition of the 
autonomy of the various territories, and the independence 
of all African former colonies was recognized between by 
#$%&.

!e authors would like to thank James H. Liu, Laurent 
Licata, and the two anonymous reviewers for their 
insightful suggestions and comments on a previous 
dra' of this article. We would like to thank Eliseu 
Sueia for his collaboration in data collection in Ma-
puto, and the Mozambican and Portuguese students 

who volunteered to participate in this research. !e 
preparation of this paper was facilitated by grant from 
the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia to the "rst
author.

! Salazar ruled until #$)., the New State 
continued for another six years ruled by 
his successor, Marcelo Caetano.
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About two decades a'er the decolonization process, the 
Community of Portuguese Speaking Countries (Comuni-
dade dos Países de Língua Portuguesa, CPLP) was estab-
lished, a highly heterogeneous and dispersed geo-linguist 
community of eight “Lusophone” countries. According to 
Luís António Santos ((,,-), this community institutionally 
formalized a post-imperial relationship between Portugal 
and its former colonies. One of the di/culties faced by 
Portugal in attempting to establish this community was the 
need to avoid the charge that the CPLP was designed to sup-
port a “neo-colonialist” agenda in Africa.

In fact, nowadays in Portugal, Lusophone rhetoric frequent-
ly assumes the form of “imperial nostalgia” (Martins (,,), 
.,), giving rise to con0icts and misunderstanding, both in 
international a+airs and in interpersonal relations. Despite 
the Lusophone rhetoric, people of African origin are still 
discriminated against and Portuguese people hold racial 
stereotypes that reveal the persistence of old dichotomies 
and paternalistic prejudices (Cabecinhas (,,%; Vala, Brito, 
and Lopes #$$$). !ese stereotypes are deeply rooted in 
social memory, with profound impacts on the everyday life 
of African immigrants in Portugal.

According to the Constitutive Declaration of the CPLP 
(July #%, #$$)),( the relationship among its members is one of 
“cooperation” and “solidarity,” aiming to preserve “a histori-
cal link and a shared patrimony resulting from centuries of 
common experiences.” But what images do the young people 
of today have of this “shared past” and “heritage”? Does this 
“shared past” have the same meaning for the former Portu-
guese colonizers and for their former colonial subjects? How 
are the past con0icts between colonies and colonizer re-
membered today by people who did not directly experience 
colonial rule? Are these con0icts silenced or rea/rmed?

!ese questions were the starting point for a program 
of research on collective memories of colonization in 
Portuguese-speaking countries. !is paper reports and 
discusses the results of an exploratory study conducted in 
Portugal and Mozambique. All participants in this research 

were university students born a'er the end of Portuguese 
colonial empire, who were invited to freely remember their 
national history. Before reporting the method and main 
results of the empirical research, we will take a brief look at 
the historical and theoretical background.

1.1. Colonial and “Postcolonial” Times
According to Ravlo, Gleditsch, and Dorussen ((,,-, &(&), 
“Colonialism—de"ned as the conquest and control of land 
and goods—is not a European invention but an old and 
pervasive feature of human history.” In di+erent phases 
of human history, huge empires have subjugated a vast 
number of peoples and all kinds of outgroups. However, in 
historical accounts of colonialism there is a consensus that 
European countries were the most active colonial actors of 
the past few centuries, engaged in the conquest, control, and 
exploitation of most of the globe.

Ravlo, Gleditsch, and Dorussen ((,,-, &()–(.) divide Euro-
pean colonization into three phases: the colonial period; the 
imperialist period; and the postcolonial period.

!e early colonial period, up to the mid-eighteenth cen-
tury, was based mainly on private commercial interests 
in overseas possessions. At this time, colonialism meant, 
above all, the establishment of trading posts in support of 
trade monopolies. Some colonies in the Americas gained 
independence at the end of this period: namely, the United 
States, Mexico, and Brazil. Subsequently, the European 
countries looked at their possessions in Africa as a way to 
ensure access to raw materials and markets. A'er Brazil 
gained independence, the Portuguese looked at Africa with 
the dream of forming a New Brazil (Alexandre #$$$).

In contrast with early colonialism, imperialist colonization 
(#.%,–#$*&) was an active policy aiming to ensure a global 
role for European nations. Propelled by the impetus of the 
industrialization process, almost all European states en-
gaged in competition for new territories and divided among 
themselves almost the entire land surface of the globe 
(Ravlo, Gleditsch, and Dorussen (,,-, &()).

" http://www.cplp.org.
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!e “postcolonial period” started a'er World War II, when 
liberation movements gained ground. By the #$),s, almost 
all the African colonies had gained independence and the 
Portuguese was the only European empire that had not col-
lapsed, probably due to the “overwhelming e+ect of the New 
State’s ideological apparatus on the formation of mentali-
ties” (Alexandre #$$$, #*-), both within Portugal and in its 
colonies. One of the priorities of the resistance movements 
was to rewrite history to overcome the Eurocentric perspec-
tive and decolonize people’s minds.

Under the New State regime, the political ideology and 
national historiography, steeped in strongly nationalistic 
and Eurocentric assumptions, praised Portugal’s civilizing 
role—spreading the Christian faith and morality, civilizing 
“savage” peoples, and bringing government and infrastruc-
ture to the overseas territories (Catroga #$$); Torgal #$$)). 
!e regime’s propaganda aimed to legitimize the colonial 
rule, stressing the country’s natural colonial vocation and 
the indigenous people’s incapacity to develop on their own. 
A supposed absence of racism in the Portuguese overseas 
provinces and the existence there of multiracial societies 
perfectly integrated into the national whole—the pluri-
continental and multiracial Portugal—were principles put 
forward by the state’s propaganda (Cabecinhas and Cunha 
(,,-; Corkill and Almeida (,,$). New State propaganda 
promoted this supposedly “pluri-continental and multira-
cial Portugal,” which was a core slogan of the dictatorship, 
by holding up the “voyages of discovery” (Descobrimentos) 
as the “golden age” of Portuguese history and the empire as 
a core symbol of national identity. Imperialistic narratives 
were reworked to emphasize Portugal as a major power with 
a colonial empire spread across the globe, popularizing the 
saying “from the Minho to Timor.” In schoolbooks, Por-
tugal’s colonial possessions were superimposed on maps of 
Europe from the Mediterranean to Russia to underline that 
Portugal was not “a small country”. Colonial exhibitions 
were held to demonstrate the pivotal role played by Portugal 
in the world arena, to promote the advantages of empire for 
both the colonizers and the colonized, and to contribute 
to the reinforcement of a national mythology according to 
which the Portuguese possessed unique civilizing qualities 
that made them “good colonizers” (Corkill and Almeida 
(,,$, -$%).

According to the Luso-tropicalism theory (Freyre #$--), the 
Portuguese were more empathic and open to racial mixing 
than other European colonizers. Portuguese colonization 
was considered kinder and less con0ict-ridden than Spanish 
or English colonization. Comparing with other Europeans, 
Freyre stated that the Portuguese “would be the ‘non-con-
0ictual’ type—not with absolute ideas, nor in0exible preju-
dices” (translated from #$--, #$#). !is theory was selectively 
appropriated by Salazar’s dictatorial regime for legitimizing 
Portuguese colonialism (Vala, Lopes, and Lima (,,.). How-
ever, in Mozambique, as in Portugal’s other African colonies, 
the Native Statute that ruled the rights of native people until 
#$)# was written in a way that allowed situations very close to 
slavery in the big tea and cotton plantations (Barradas #$$#).

A'er the Carnation Revolution, the decolonization process 
provoked a huge migration movement from the former 
African colonies to Portugal, both of Portuguese colonials 
and of African colonized people. !is traumatic return to the 
“former motherland” (Khan (,,$) became a very sensitive is-
sue, since the African colonized people, formally Portuguese, 
were now treated as foreign invaders, and the Portuguese 
colonials (retornados) also experienced strong hostility from 
the metropolitan Portuguese, who saw them as a threat to 
scarce jobs and a moral danger, as they brought new values 
and lifestyles. For about twenty-"ve years there was a “period 
of mourning,” where speaking about the Colonial War and 
the decolonization process was taboo. Only recently have 
people started to speak more easily about these issues, and 
the revival of interest in the “old times in Africa” has trans-
lated into bestseller publications (novels, photo books of a lost 
Africa) and even soap operas (e.g. Jewel of Africa).

Consolidation of the democratic regime in Portugal and 
membership in the European Union have brought about 
huge socio-economic changes. However, the period of 
voyages of discovery is still presented as the “golden age” 
in state discourses and schoolbooks, where Portuguese 
kings and navigators appear as heroes. !ey are presented 
as active agents, as protagonists, whereas native people are 
portrayed as passive (Soares and Jesuíno (,,*).

In Mozambique, on the other hand, new interpretations of 
history have been produced since independence, in order to 

http://www.ijcv.org
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overcome the Eurocentric colonial paradigm. !e new Mo-
zambican historiography tends to highlight the social con-
0icts between the colonizers and the colonized, as well as 
political and economic aspects of colonial action, including 
the strategies adopted by the New State to ensure economic 
pro"tability in Mozambique and favor the colonizers’ 
interests. !ese new approaches denounce the exploita-
tion of the colonies as a result of asymmetrical social and 
power relations. !e poor social and living conditions of the 
Mozambican population and various forms of resistance 
to the colonial presence have become the center of this new 
discursive strategy. !e new approaches assume a national-
ist, anti-colonial, and militant character (Feijó (,,$). From 
the #$$,s, new visions of history were developed with a 
new epistemological perspective, analyzing the in0uence of 
political and populist ideals in the Mozambican historiog-
raphy (Magode #$$); Serra #$$%).

!e content of Mozambique’s history schoolbooks empha-
sizes the role played by many Mozambicans in the long 
resistance to a foreign invader. Adília Ribeiro’s study of 
o/cial history textbooks provides an analysis of the ideo-
logical foundations underlying the respective versions of 
the country’s history (#$$%). Pre-colonial African kings and 
emperors, the nationalist Liberation Front of Mozambique, 
and Mozambican heroes of the struggle against colonial 
rule are exalted not only in history books, but also in politi-
cal speeches, in the mass media, in many monuments, and 
in urban toponymy.

About three decades a'er Mozambican independence, the 
political landscape has undergone signi"cant changes. As 
the apartheid regimes in neighboring countries were dis-
mantled, Mozambique experienced a democratic opening 
and transition to a multiparty system. However, liberaliza-
tion of the economy and increased foreign investment did 
not prevent the persistence or worsening of phenomena 
such as corruption, regional disparities, and exclusion, 
subverting the political and social project conceived at the 
time of independence. !e country is currently pursuing 

the democratization of education, which has been trans-
lated, for example, into a proliferation of public and private 
universities.

1.2. Con!icting Versions of Colonial History
Before reporting young people’s collective memories of 
colonization in Portugal and Mozambique it seems ap-
propriate to look at the way national history is portrayed 
in government websites of the two countries. !is quick 
snapshot gives an insight into how colonial history has been 
taught in formal education in these two countries, since its 
content is in accordance with the one portrayed in the his-
tory schoolbooks (Ribeiro #$$%; Soares and Jesuíno (,,*).-

On the Mozambican government website, the history 
section is divided into four parts: the pre-colonial period, 
colonial penetration, the struggle for independence, and 
postcolonial economy.* In this account, little information 
is given about the history before the Portuguese arrived. 
!ere is only one paragraph dedicated to the “pre-colonial 
period,” with short references to the ways of life of the 
“primitive people of Mozambique” and to the main African 
migration movements in the region.

In contrast, there is great emphasis on the economic ex-
ploitation of natural resources and slave tra/cking dur-
ing colonial penetration. !e account explains that by the 
end of the "'eenth century there was “Portuguese market 
penetration” on the coast. Only later was there “a process of 
military conquest,” initially aiming to control gold mining, 
and later the commercialization of ivory and slaves, “engag-
ing in the slave trade even a'er its o/cial abolition.” At the 
Berlin Conference of #..*, “Portugal was forced to e+ective-
ly occupy the territory of Mozambique. Given its military 
and "nancial incapacity, Portugal granted the sovereignty 
of vast territories to leasing companies” in the north of the 
country, dedicated mainly to the plantation economy, while 
the south remained under direct rule of the colonial state, 
developing a service economy, which “explains the current 
asymmetry between the north and south of the country.”

# Not all school history books reproduce the 
o/cial version, but this provides an over-
view of the predominant approach.

$ http://www.portaldogoverno.gov.
mz/Mozambique/resHistorico.

http://www.ijcv.org
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!e account also explains that there was always resistance 
against Portuguese occupation and that the so-called paci-
"cation of Mozambique was not achieved until the twen-
tieth century. Special emphasis is given to the liberation 
struggle and the declaration of independence: “Oppression 
for centuries under the Portuguese colonial regime would 
force the people of Mozambique to take up arms and "ght 
for independence.” FRELIMO (the Front for the Liberation 
of Mozambique) was founded in #$)( and began the armed 
struggle for national liberation on September (&, #$)*, in the 
north of the country. Eduardo Mondlane, the "rst President 
of FRELIMO, was murdered in #$)$. Samora Machel suc-
ceeded him and proclaimed the country’s independence on 
June (&, #$%&.

A'er independence, the country faced “an armed con0ict 
led by RENAMO (Mozambique National Resistance). !is 
con0ict claimed many lives and destroyed much economic 
infrastructure.” !e con0ict ended in #$$( with the signing 
of the General Peace Agreement, and in #$$* the country 
held its "rst multiparty elections, won by FRELIMO (which 
has remained the ruling party to this day).

In the post-colonial period, the account explains, the 
independent Mozambique inherited a colonial economic 
structure characterized by an asymmetry between north 
and south—and especially between Maputo (and Beira) 
and the rest of the country—characterized by the absence 
of economic integration and extreme oppression of labor in 
the north. !e unfavorable regional and international situ-
ations, natural disasters, and an internal military con0ict 
lasting sixteen years blocked FRELIMO’s planned strategy 
for developing the country. !is account of history ends by 
explaining that many Mozambicans still live below the pov-
erty line despite the remarkable economic growth that the 
country has recorded. !e "ght against absolute poverty is a 
major priority. In fact, Mozambique was until recently one 
of the poorest countries in Africa, and even if the end of the 

civil war has allowed strong economic growth, the country 
still faces a huge rate of extreme poverty and occupies a very 
low position in the Human Development Index.&

On the o/cial Portuguese government website, the period 
of Portuguese expansion is highlighted, since despite the 
di/culties resulting from the small size of the country, 
it created an empire that “lasted from #*#& to #$%&.”) !e 
Portuguese routes in the Atlantic and Indian oceans are 
mentioned, with an emphasis on several “voyages of dis-
covery.”% Portuguese contributions to European scienti"c 
development and economic and political relationships with 
“African people” are stressed. !e territorial occupation of 
the African land is described as unavoidable, due to pres-
sure from more powerful European countries: “Despite 
having vast territories in Africa, Portugal had no means 
to settle and to defend its military presence in a context in 
which the great powers (which Portugal was not) were en-
gaged in a policy of e+ective occupation of this continent.” 
Portugal had “no vision of territorial occupation (which was 
imposed by the circumstances in Africa), but the establish-
ment of trading posts. However, it was forced, in order to not 
lose the only thing that gave it world status, to engage in the 
colonization of the territories of Angola and Mozambique 
through military occupation” (emphasis added). However, 
“the dream of a new Brazil” in Africa (from coast to coast, 
linking Angola and Mozambique) “was prevented by British 
imperial ambitions.”

During the New State dictatorship, Portugal strove to 
preserve its colonial heritage against the decolonizing trend 
of the times, "ghting a long war on three fronts. !e end of 
the longest dictatorship in the history of Western Europe 
arrived on April (&, #$%*. A'er the decolonization process, 
“Portugal refocused its foreign policy and joined the Euro-
pean Union in #$.). However, as an important component 
of its national strategy, Portugal did not abandon the his-
torical connection to the Portuguese speaking countries.”

% According to the (,,$ Human Development 
Report, Mozambique occupies #%(d position in 
the ranking (HDI=,.*,(), while Portugal ap-
pears at -*th position (HDI=,.$,$). http://
hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr(,,$.

& http://www.portugal.gov.pt.
' !e expression “discovery” is obviously eth-
nocentric: “as explorers, the Portuguese (the 
Europeans) were also discovered” (translated 
from Catroga #$$), )#.). Moreover, most of the 
so-called discoveries—like the ocean route to India 

found by Vasco da Gama—are discoveries only 
from the Western perspective, (Meneses (,,.).

http://www.ijcv.org
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!us, both Mozambican and Portuguese o/cial websites 
emphasize the colonization period and mention the Colo-
nial War (even if this particular expression is not used). !e 
Portuguese account emphasizes “voyages of discovery” while 
the Mozambican one foregrounds the active struggle against 
foreign occupation and the heavy “heritage” of the colonial 
past that explains the problems the country faces today.

1.3. Identity Functions of Collective Memory
!e (re)making of national history is always a comparative 
process, since the history of every nation includes relation-
ships with others. Each nation’s interpretation of the past 
determines its positioning in the present and its strategies 
for the future that de"ne relationships among and within 
nations in a dynamic process that may balance between 
stability and change, the de"nition of new borders or their 
abolishment. 

As Halbwachs points out, memory is not an individual 
phenomenon but a social one (#$&, [#$$%]). People can only 
remember things that are mediated by communication in 
their respective social groups and that they can accommo-
date in their existing social frames of reference.

!ere is a constant interplay between social identity and the 
social representations of history. As Liu and Hilton point 
out: “History provides us with narratives that tell us who we 
are, where we came from and where we should be going. It 
de"nes a trajectory which helps construct the essence of a 
group’s identity, how it relates to other groups, and ascertains 
what its options are for facing present challenges” ((,,&, &-%).

According to Liu and László ((,,%), the memories that have 
proven to be important to the group are encoded into sto-
ries and preserved as public narratives, making it possible 
for new members to learn group history. People (re)create 
their group’s historical past according to the group’s actual 
needs and using social representation processes (Mosco-
vici #$..). Social representations of history are organized 
through narrative templates (László (,,-; Liu and László 
(,,%). !eir schematic nature is produced by repeated use 
of standard narrative forms (re)produced by instances such 
as schoolbooks, commemorations, monuments, and mass 
media. 

Cross-cultural studies about social representations of world 
history show that people tend to remember mostly wars and 
political con0icts (Liu et al. (,,&, (,,$). As Liu and László 
point out there seem to be two reasons for the importance 
of con0ict in social representations: con0ict seems to be 
a basic template for human story-telling and it generates 
extreme emotions ((,,%). !e social sharing of emotions 
promotes a sense of community and may play a crucial role 
in the processes of formation and transformation of social 
representations of history (Rimé (,,&).

According to Liu and László, "ghts and wars are remem-
bered more easily because they provide elements for a good 
narrative: they have protagonists (heroes) and antagonists 
(villains), a beginning (causal fact), action (exciting plot), 
and an ending, with relevance for the group’s de"nition 
((,,%). Moreover, con0icts and war play a central role in na-
tion building, frequently being considered the foundational 
events in a nation’s history. As pointed out by Charles Tilly: 
“War made the state, and the state made war” (#$%&). !ese 
processes are re0ected in the content of social representa-
tions about history which (re)produce state-based narratives 
of history (Paez and Liu in press).

Licata, Klein, and Gély consider that collective memory ful-
"ls four important identity functions ((,,%): contributing 
to the de"nition of group identity and to achieving positive 
distinctiveness (by processes of selective remembering and 
oblivion); providing justi"cations for a group’s actions (past, 
present, and future); and enabling collective mobilization 
by challenging the legitimacy and stability of the existing 
social order. In line with this perspective, we formulate the 
following hypotheses:

a)  Hypothesis # – Events related to the formation of a 
person’s nation-state and the establishment of its borders 
will be the most remembered and the most positively 
evaluated by both Portuguese and Mozambican partici-
pants.

b)  Hypothesis ( – Each group will enhance their active role 
during the colonization period: Portuguese participants 
will focus on voyages of discovery while Mozambicans 
will focus on the successful "ght for independence.

http://www.ijcv.org
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c)  Hypothesis - – !e violent side of colonization will be 
more present in Mozambicans’ responses; they will 
remember more negative events concerning the coloni-
zation period (slavery, massacres, economic exploitation) 
than Portuguese participants. 

d)  Hypothesis * – !e Colonial War will be more remem-
bered and more positively evaluated by Mozambican 
participants than by Portuguese participants.

2. Method
Empirical research was conducted in Mozambique and 
Portugal. In each country, a questionnaire about world his-
tory and national history was administered to young people 
and their representations of colonial issues were analyzed. 
National groups are always very heterogeneous, comprising 
a wide diversity of individuals with di+erent backgrounds, 
experiences, and social positioning. In this paper, we ana-
lyze solely representations of university students. !e objec-
tive is not to generalize the results to the whole population, 
but rather to analyze the perceptions of these particular 
young people.

2.1. Procedure
Data were gathered using the same procedure in both coun-
tries for the purposes of comparative analysis. In Portugal, 
data were collected at the University of Minho in Braga, 
while in Mozambique data were collected at four universi-
ties in the capital city, Maputo: Universidade Pedagógica, 
Universidade Politécnica, Instituto Superior de Ciências e 
Tecnologias de Moçambique, and Escola Superior de Eco-
nomia e Gestão.

!e survey was conducted in university classrooms. Stu-
dents were invited to participate in an international study 
on history. !e cover page explained to participants that 
what mattered was their personal opinions about history, 
rather than their knowledge. A'er all participants complet-
ed the task, there was a debrie"ng explaining the aim of the 
study. Data from the survey was complemented by a series 
of face-to-face interviews in both countries.

2.2. Participants 
A total of ($. university students participated in this study: 
#., Mozambicans ($$ women and .# men; average age () 
years) and ##. Portuguese (%, women and *. men; average 
age (# years). None of the Portuguese participants reported 
having visited Mozambique (or other African countries); 
two Mozambican participants had visited Portugal.

All Portuguese participants reported Portuguese as their 
mother language. A broad diversity of mother languages 
appears when it comes to Mozambican participants: 
Portuguese (-#.## percent), Chagana ((-.-- percent), Ronga 
(#,.&) percent), Gitonga (..-- percent), Chope (*.** percent), 
Macua (*.** percent), Xitsua (-... percent), Chuabo ((.%. 
percent), Ndau ((.%. percent), Nyunawe (#.)% percent), Sena 
(#.)% percent), and others ().,& percent). !is great diversity 
of languages mirrors the linguistic scene in Mozambique, 
a country with one o/cial language—Portuguese—and 
many national and regional languages.

Concerning the other languages spoken, Portuguese 
participants reported speaking one or two other Euro-
pean languages, mainly English and French. Mozambican 
participants reported speaking on average three or four 
further languages, including native languages and Euro-
pean ones. So there is a strong asymmetry in the samples: 
while the Portuguese had no contact with African culture 
and languages, the Mozambicans were strongly in0uenced 
by European culture: they all spoke Portuguese (about one 
third as their mother tongue) and two thirds spoke other 
European languages (mainly English and French).

It is also important to mention that there is a huge predomi-
nance of the populations of the south in the Mozambican 
sample, particularly the Maronga people, known in Maputo 
as the intellectual elite.. !is group had more contact with 
the Portuguese during the colonial period and therefore 
was more familiarized with Portuguese culture. !ere was 
also a predominance of Machangane (speakers of Chan-
gane, mainly originating from Gaza and the northern part 

( !e Maronga group (who speak Ronga) lives 
especially in the area between Maputo City, 
Matola, and Marracuene. It is important to note 

that the postwar migration movements trans-
formed Maputo into an intercultural city where 
people from all the Mozambican provinces live.
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of Maputo province), which was the ethnic group of great 
FRELIMO leaders such as Mondlane, Machel, and Chissano.

2.3 Survey Questions
!e survey had the same structure in both countries, with 
only minor language and content adjustments, according 
to the pre-test conducted in each of these countries. !e 
"rst part of the survey comprised open questions on world 
history, using an adaptation of the procedure pioneered by 
Liu et al. ((,,&), while the second part focused on national 
history following the same open procedure. !e content of 
the "rst part of the survey was exactly the same for both 
countries because it covered “world history,” whilst the 
content of the second part asked about the speci"c “history 
of Mozambique” or “history of Portugal.” 

!e survey also included questions about social identity 
(national, supranational, ethnic, religious, etc.) and socio-
demographic questions (participants’ sex, age, nationality, 
mother language and other languages spoken, countries 
visited, etc.). !e questions relating to social identity and 
socio-demographic characterization had to be adjusted to 
each country.

Participants were asked to list the “"ve events” they con-
sidered to have been most important for their own coun-
try’s national history. Once this list had been completed, 
participants were asked to assess the impact (positive or 

negative) of each one on national history and, "nally, asked 
to assess their emotions when thinking about these events. 
No pre-established list was presented to the participants, so 
the evocation of the events was completely free. Emotions 
provoked by events were also expressed freely. However, 
the impact of events was assessed using a seven-point scale, 
from # (very negative) to % (very positive).

Participants’ identi"cation levels with the ingroup and with 
several outgroups considered to be relevant to the study 
were measured. Identi"cation levels were measured using 
a seven-point scale, from # (not at all) to % (very strong 
identi"cation). 

In this paper we discuss only the results pertaining to 
events related to colonial issues in national history, explor-
ing the role of national (Mozambican or Portuguese) and 
supranational (African or European) identi"cation on 
the impact attributed by participants to events relating to 
colonialism.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Collective Memories of the Colonial Past 
Table # displays the Top #, events spontaneously listed by 
Mozambican and Portuguese participants when thinking 
about their national history. Before interpreting the collec-
tive memories of colonization, we will brie0y overview the 
pattern of events found in each sample.
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Events related to national independence get a predominant 
place in both countries, along with events related to present-
day political a+airs. !e country’s independence elicits 
strong positive emotions in both groups (pride, joy, hap-
piness). !e present-day situation elicits milder or mixed 
emotions in both cases. Overall, the Mozambican par-
ticipants report more negative emotions concerning their 
national history than the Portuguese.

!e sort of historical memories reported when evoking 
national history di+ered considerably between Mozam-
bique and Portugal. !e major di+erence related to the 
recentness of events brought up and their emotional tone. 
Taking the young age of the participants into consid-
eration, it is natural that events that they have recently 
witnessed are much more present in their memory and 

therefore more easily brought up than more distant events 
they have learned about from their family, school, and 
the media. Although both groups privileged recent events 
over those further away in time, displaying a recency ef-
fect (Liu et al. (,,$), in the Mozambican case the focus on 
the very recent past was stronger. !e violent and painful 
events of recent Mozambican history—of which these 
young Mozambicans had direct or very close experience 
during childhood—have to be taken into account when 
interpreting these data. On the other hand, the fact that 
the young Portuguese bring up the “glorious” distant past 
of the “voyages of discovery,” contributed to weakening 
the recency e+ect.

Two events were listed by the vast majority of Portuguese 
participants: the (&th of April #$%* and the voyages of dis-

Table 1: The ten most mentioned events in Mozambican and Portuguese national history

Mozambique (N=180) % Impact Portugal (N=118) % Impact

National independence 81.67 6.80 
(0.92) Carnation Revolution 80.51 6.58 

(0.88)

General Peace Agreement 43.89 6.74 
(1.08) Voyages of discovery 79.66 6.41 

(1.13)

War of Liberation 36.11 6.35 
(1.57) Foundation of Republic 41.52 6.02 

(1.01)

Civil war 32.22 1.89 
(1.84) Joining the European Union 36.44 6.00 

(0.9)

Colonization 28.33 2.75 
(2.18) New State dictatorship 29.66 2.15 

(1.26)

Multi-party system 22.78 6.18 
(1.41) Foundation of Portugal 20.34 6.75 

(0.43)

Samora Machel’s death 20.00 1.79 
(1.62) Colonialism 16.10 2.18 

(1.11)

First general elections 17.78 6.45 
(1.38) Decolonization 16.10 3.53 

(2.03)

Lusaka Agreements 15.00 5.50 
(2.40) Restoration of independence 11.02 6.75 

(0.43)

Cahora Bassa transfer 14.44 6.16 
(1.54) Colonial War 10.17 1.27 

(0.45)

% = Percentage of participants that spontaneously evoked the event.
Impact = Impact mean (and standard deviation); impact scale: 1=very negative; 7=very positive 
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covery, occupying respectively the "rst and second position 
in the ranking of Portuguese responses. Both events are 
perceived by respondents as very positive and are associated 
with very positive emotions: admiration, pride, and happi-
ness. Both events are linked with colonization, since these 
are the moments that signal the beginning and end of the 
Portuguese empire. However, participants’ responses reveal 
that the Carnation Revolution is associated with positive 
emotions because it is seen as the end of the dictatorship, 
not because it represented an important juncture in the 
decolonization process.

Portuguese participants also refer to the foundation of the 
Portuguese state in the twel'h century ((,.- percent) and 
the restoration of independence in #)*,, a'er eighty years 
of Spanish domination (##., percent). Both events were con-
sidered to be very positive by the Portuguese participants 
and were associated with positive emotions: pride and joy. 
However, these events were cited less frequently than more 
recent events like the foundation of the republic in #$#, 
(*#.& percent) and accession to the European Union in #$.) 
(-).* percent), which were also seen as very positive events, 
although less so than the "rst two. !e Salazar dictator-
ship was evoked by ($.% percent of the participants, viewed 
very negatively (M = (.#&; SD = #.()), evoking disgust and 
frustration.

A huge majority of the Mozambican participants (.#.)% 
percent) mentioned national independence, on June (&, #$%&. 
!is event is regarded as the most positive event in the his-
tory of the country (M = )..; SD = ,.$(). !e second most 
mentioned event was the General Peace Agreement that 
ended the sixteen-year civil war (*-..$ percent), and was 
viewed as very positive (M = ).%*; SD = #.,.).

!e War of Liberation was the third most mentioned event 
by Mozambican participants (-).## percent; M = ).-&), 
closely followed by the civil war (-(.(( percent; M = #..$). 
!ese two wars have similar degrees of remembering, but 
very di+erent emotional meanings.

!e civil war of #$%)–$( was negatively evaluated and as-
sociated with extremely negative emotions: frustration, 
disgust, hate.$ !is is a recent event with a tremendously 
traumatic impact that these students had lived through dur-
ing their childhood. On the other hand, the War of Libera-
tion (#$)*–%*) was positively evaluated and associated with 
mixed emotions, mainly pride, frustration, and joy, but also 
disgust and anguish.#,

“Colonization” (labeled as such) was mentioned by (..-- 
percent of the Mozambican participants and received an 
overall negative evaluation (M = (.%&; SD = (.#.). However, it 
was also the most polarized, in the sense that the evaluation 
ranged from very negative to very positive, with several par-
ticipants rating it as neutral. On the other hand, the arrival 
of the Portuguese in Mozambique was seen as very positive 
by the few Mozambicans who made explicit reference to the 
beginning of the colonial process: the “arrival of the Portu-
guese” (-.-- percent; M=).--; SD=,.$*) and the “arrival of 
Vasco da Gama” ((.(( percent; M=).%&; SD=,.*-).

!e Cahora Bassa transfer agreement, signed in November 
(,,&, ended long negotiations between Mozambique and 
Portugal about control of the Cahora Bassa dam, which 
is the largest dam in southern Africa and was the biggest 
infrastructure investment made during the colonial period. 
!is event received huge and strongly nationalist media 
coverage in Mozambique, and was on the front page of 
all the Maputo newspapers. In Mozambique one still sees 
many people wearing T-shirts bearing the slogan “Cahora 
Bassa é nossa!” [Cahora Bassa is ours]. It "gured in the sur-
vey as a very positive event (#*.** percent; M=).#); SD=#.&*).

!e clearest divergences between the Mozambican and Por-
tuguese patterns of responses are observed in the evocation 
and emotional tone associated with the Portuguese voyages 
of discovery, colonialism, and decolonization.

As already indicated, the “voyages of discovery” were the 
second most o'en mentioned event in Portuguese national 

) Some participants mentioned this event 
under other names: the sixteen-year 
war or the war of destabilization.

!* Some participants mentioned other labels for this 
event: War of Resistance or liberation struggle.
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history and were consensually considered to be very posi-
tive (%$.% percent; M = ).*#; SD = #.#-). Considering that the 
voyages of discovery are a very remote event, Portuguese 
participants focus on them because they are permanently 
updated in schoolbooks and the media, where they are pre-
sented as the most “glorious” moments in national history.

Contrary to voyages of discovery, whose impact is consen-
sually perceived as positive, colonialism is negatively evalu-
ated (#).# percent; M = (.#.; SD = #.##), with the Colonial 
War being perceived as the most negative event in national 
history (#,.( percent; M = #.(%; SD = ,.*&); both provoke 
strongly negative emotions: mainly frustration, shame and 
disgust. “Decolonization” (#).# percent) turns out to be the 
most polarized event, as opinions on its impact cover the 
full range of the scale, resulting in a mean value close to 
midscale (M = -.&-; SD = (.,-).## !e emotions associated 
with this event vary from the most positive to the most 
negative.

As mentioned before, young Portuguese and Mozambicans 
both tend to evaluate “colonization” negatively (respectively, 
M=(.#. and M=(.%&). However, several violent events related 
to colonization are more salient in the Mozambicans’ 
answers. 

Mozambican participants mention several events related 
to the struggle against Portuguese colonial rule. During 
the last decades before independence, various forms of 
Mozambican protest were violently repressed by the state. 
One of the most dramatic episodes happened in Mueda on 
June #), #$),, where many protesters demanding the end of 
forced labor and the opening of free markets for products 
and food at a+ordable prices were brutally massacred with 
bayonets on the orders of the provincial governor (Hedges 
#$$$, (*#–*-). !e Massacre of Mueda was evoked by ..-- 
percent of Mozambican participants and was rated as very 
negative (M = #.(#; SD = ,.%%), being associated with strong 
negative emotions, mainly disgust and frustration. !is 
massacre, which caused an unknown number of deaths 
(about fourteen according to Portuguese accounts and 

about six hundred according to Mozambican accounts), led 
FRELIMO president Eduardo Mondlane to conclude that 
nonviolent protest would not bring about change, so the 
only hope for achieving independence was through armed 
struggle (Mondale #$)$).

!e slave trade was mentioned by ##.## percent of the Mo-
zambican participants, being considered the most negative 
event of Mozambican history (M = #; SD = ,). On the other 
hand, when thinking about national history, Portuguese 
mentioned the “Portuguese voyages of discovery” and no 
one mentioned the “slave tra/c” (although two respon-
dents referred to the “Abolishment of slavery”). !us, issues 
related to slavery are much more salient for Mozambican 
than for Portuguese participants, who forgot this extremely 
violent side of the colonial occupation.

3.2. Social Identi"cation and Memories of the Colonial Past 
Table ( displays the levels of national and supranational 
identi"cation. Both groups declared strong national iden-
ti"cation (M = ).-( for Mozambicans and M = ).($ for 
Portuguese) and less strong supranational identi"cation 
(M = &.&( and M = &.$* respectively). In both cases, there 
was a signi"cant correlation between national and supra-
national identi"cation: for Mozambican participants the 
stronger the identi"cation with Mozambique, the stron-
ger the identi"cation with Africa (r1=1,.-&, p < ,.,,#); for 
Portuguese participants the stronger the identi"cation 
with Portugal the stronger the identi"cation with Europe 
(r1=1,.),, p < ,.,,#).

Interestingly, Mozambican participants reported a higher 
degree of identi"cation with Portugal (M = -.*)), than Por-
tuguese participants with Mozambique (M = (.-*), t = *.)&., 
p1<1,.,,#. So, it seems that the “bonds” created by colonial-
ism are stronger among the former colonized than among 
the former colonizer.

!! We aggregated four participants who men-
tioned “independence of African colonies.”
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Table 2: National and supranational identi"cation

Identi!cation  
with …

in Mozambique  
(N = 180)

in Portugal  
(N = 118)

Africa
5.52 

(2.04)
2.51 

(1.33)

Europe
2.75 

(2.05)
5.94 

(1.08)

Mozambique
6.32 

(1.40)
2.34 

(1.22)

Portugal
3.46 

(2.23)
6.29 

(1.07)

Scale: 1 = not at all; 7 = very strongly

To explore the role of social identi"cation in remembrance 
of colonial events, we calculated the overall mean impact at-
tributed to the events related to colonialism freely evoked by 
the participants in each sample, and correlated it with levels 
of national and supranational (both ingroup and outgroup) 
identi"cation. !e variables with signi"cant correlations in 
each sample were submitted to multiple regression linear 
analyses (MLRA), method stepwise, with the mean impact 
attributed to colonial events as the dependent variable.

For the Mozambican sample, the level of identi"cation 
with Mozambique is the only predictor of the impact 
attributed to colonial issues: the stronger the national 
identi"cation, the more positive the impact attributed to 
events related to colonialism (21=1,.#$., p1<1,.,(#). !is is 
apparently a very intriguing result, since we would ex-
pect the opposite pattern to occur. However, this result is 
mainly due to the positive impact attributed to the War of 
Liberation, which was the most evoked event related to the 
colonial period. When the War of Liberation is excluded, 
the mean impact attributed to colonial issues drops sig-
ni"cantly: from &.-% (SD1=1#.%*) to (.%* (SD1=1(.(.). A new 
MLRA performed for the Mozambican sample excluding 
the War of Liberation did not produce signi"cant results, 
probably due to the reduction in the number of persons 
included in the analysis.

For the Portuguese sample, the mean impact attributed 
to events related to colonialism was positive (M1=1&.*-; 

SD1=1#.)&). When the Colonial War (which is the Por-
tuguese label for the War of Liberation) is excluded, the 
mean impact attributed to colonial issues increases slightly 
(M1=1&..-; SD1=1#.-&). A MLRA performed for the Portu-
guese sample including all events related to colonialism 
did not produce signi"cant results. However, a new MLRA 
excluding the Colonial War from the computation revealed 
signi"cant results. !e level of identi"cation with Portugal 
is the major predictor of the impact attributed to events 
related to colonial period: the stronger the national identi-
"cation, the more positive the impact attributed to colonial 
events (21=1,.(%-, p1=1,.,#-). !e level of identi"cation with 
Mozambique is the second, marginally signi"cant, pre-
dictor: the weaker the identi"cation with Mozambique, 
the more positive the impact attributed to colonial events 
(21=1-1,.#.#, p1=1,.,$)). 

!ese results indicate a complex relationship involving 
patterns of ingroup and outgroup identi"cation and the 
meanings attributed to colonial issues. Even if the explained 
variance of these models is quite low (adjusted R(1 =1,.,(% 
for the Mozambican sample and =1,.,., for the Portu-
guese sample), they open fruitful perspectives for further 
research. For Portuguese participants, the stronger the 
national identi"cation, the greater the glori"cation of the 
colonial past, mainly due to the evocation of “voyages of 
discovery.” For Mozambican participants, the stronger the 
national identi"cation, the greater the exaltation of the War 
of Liberation, but national identi"cation did not a+ect the 
evaluation of other colonial-era events. Results also indicate 
that it is important to study not only the role of ingroup 
identi"cation, but also the role of outgroup identi"cation, as 
stronger outgroup identi"cation can encourage less bi-polar 
visions of the colonial period.

4. Concluding Remarks
!e aim of this research was to analyze collective memories 
of the colonial past among young people in Portugal (as the 
former European colonial power) and Mozambique (as a 
former Portuguese colony). Freely recalling their national 
history, the participants of both countries brought up a 
common set of historical events related to colonial issues. 
However, the frequency of recall of these “common” events, 
their evaluation and emotional tone were di+ered consider-
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ably according to the country’s position as former colonizer 
or former colony. 

!e voyages of discovery are considered to be one of the 
most important events in Portugal’s history, bringing up 
a consensus of positive feelings among young Portuguese, 
which suggests that idealization of this period persists. It is 
still represented as the “golden age.” !ere is an idealization 
of voyages of discovery, from which the violent e+ects of 
colonization are set apart.

As pointed out by Lourenço (#$$,, ((), there is a “strange 
permanence within the core of the change” as the empire 
remains in the Portuguese imaginary. In line with this view, 
Alexandre (#$$$) states that the myth of Luso-tropicalism 
(Freyre #$--) did not end with the falling of the empire, still 
0owing in the background even among the younger genera-
tions. According to Alexandre, this persistence is due to the 
long-term consequences of the New State’s ideological pro-
paganda on the formation of mentalities, and the similarity 
between Luso-tropicalism and “some of the ideas based on 
Portuguese nationalism (colonizer competency, the ability 
to harmoniously relate to other races and peoples, the edu-
cational mission of the country)” (translated from Alexan-
dre #$$$, #*-–**).

As emphasized by Sobral, the persistence of this euphemis-
tic picture of Portuguese colonization hinders acknowl-
edgement and representation of “the most brutal e+ects of 
colonial expansion” ((,,*, *(&). By contrast, these brutal 
e+ects are very visible in Mozambican memories.

However, some events of recent Mozambican history evoke 
more negative evaluations than colonization. !e su+ering 
of their ancestors under Portuguese rule was learned vicari-
ously through the social sharing of emotions with their rela-
tives and by formal education and national media. !e civil 
war, on the other hand, was a painful "rst-hand experience. 

!e Portuguese participants considered the #$)#–%* war, 
which they labeled as the Colonial War or Overseas War, the 
most negative event in the Portuguese history. !is event 
was evoked by about #, percent of the Portuguese partici-
pants. !e same event was evoked by about -) percent of the 

Mozambican participants, who labeled it the War of Libera-
tion, War of Resistance, or Armed Struggle. In contrast to 
the Portuguese, Mozambican participants considered the 
impact of this war very positive since it led to independence. 
Feelings towards the War of Liberation were mixed, but 
predominantly positive.

!e kind of events spontaneously evoked by Mozambican 
and Portuguese participants about colonization are in 
accordance with our hypotheses, illustrating the identity 
functions of collective memory (Licata et al. (,,%).

!e events related to the formation of each nation-state 
were remembered more than other events and/or evalu-
ated more positively by both Portuguese and Mozambican 
participants (hypothesis #), showing the importance of 
collective memory in the de"nition of group identity. Each 
group emphasized its active role during the colonization 
period: Portuguese participants focused on voyages of dis-
covery while Mozambicans focused on the successful "ght 
for independence (hypothesis (), showing that collective 
memory contributes to the achievement of positive distinc-
tiveness. Findings also show that the stronger the national 
identi"cation and the lower the outgroup identi"cation, the 
stronger the tendency for exaltation of past ingroup actions, 
leading to oblivion of the violent negative consequences of 
past ingroup actions.

Mozambicans remembered more negative events concern-
ing the colonization period (slave trade, massacres, exploi-
tation) than Portuguese participants (hypothesis -). !e 
Colonial War was more remembered and more positively 
evaluated by Mozambican participants than by Portuguese 
participants (hypothesis *). !is pattern of remembrance 
provides justi"cation for the group’s actions: Mozambican 
engagement in armed struggle for independence. Even 
though this war caused a lot of casualties and su+ering, it is 
positively evaluated by Mozambicans as it is considered as a 
necessary and just war to liberate the country from colonial 
oppression.

When spontaneously evoking “colonization” (labeled as 
such), both Mozambican and Portuguese participants 
evaluated it as negative and reported negative feelings about 
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it. However, the impact rating and emotional resonance 
of colonization cannot be explained on a simple national 
basis: both Mozambican and Portuguese samples reported 
ambivalence toward colonization.

In order to better understand these ambiguous representa-
tions of colonization, further research should be conducted 
in order to deepen issues like the in0uence of ethnic group, 
gender, and age, and their complex interactions. Researching 
the collective memories of di+erent regional groups is par-
ticularly important in Mozambique, since it is still a country 
with huge regional disparities in terms of access to educa-
tion, infrastructure, and development (and di+erent ethnic 
groups played di+erent roles in the colonization process and 
the resistance). In addition, Mozambicans’ representations of 
colonial issues should be compared with those prevailing in 
other former Portuguese colonies in Africa. Finally, it would 
be also pertinent to compare the pattern of results obtained 
in Portugal with the results in other European countries, 
whether former colonial powers or not.

Collective memories may play an important role in the shap-
ing of present-day relations between former colonizer and 
former colonized peoples, and may have profound impacts 
on their visions about future relations between Europe and 
Africa (Cabecinhas and Nhaga (,,.; Licata and Klein (,,&).

Findings in Mozambique and Portugal clearly show that 
historical memories comprise both consensual and con-
0ictual elements, between and within groups; there is also 
some degree of internal ambivalence as, in some cases, a 
given event elicits emotions of opposite valence in the same 
participant.

Globally, a negative depiction of colonization prevailed, 
and it was associated with negative emotions. Colonization 
brings to mind a set of negative elements to many students 
who never lived through the colonial period. !is was 
particularly evident among Mozambicans, who stressed the 
most oppressive aspects of the colonial period, associated 
with the slave trade and violent repression. Participants 
in this research did not live the colonial period, but they 
learned about the Portuguese presence in Mozambique, the 
colonial socio-economic system, Mozambican resistance to 

the foreign presence, and the previously con0ictual rela-
tionship between the Portuguese and the Mozambicans, 
from school and their families.

As mentioned above, there are some inconsistencies and 
ambivalences in the opinions of students concerning the 
colonial period, especially in the Mozambican sample. In 
face-to-face interviews, many students mentioned contra-
dictions between the discourse learned in the classroom 
and the testimonies of family members, parents and 
grandparents (as expressed by one participant, “My parents 
remember all good”). When evoking conversations held in 
their family, some students made references to the positive 
side of the colonial past (construction commercial infra-
structure, communication, health, and education) that they 
usually contrasted with the problems experienced now. !e 
high unemployment rate, low wages, "nancial instability 
and price in0ation, as well as periodic shortages of essential 
goods, especially during the sixteen-year civil war, facili-
tated oblivion of the di/culties experienced in the past in 
these oral accounts. !is appreciation of some aspects of the 
colonial past can be understood as a criticism of the present 
day situation. !ese are opinions expressed by the young 
African elite, aware that much of the existing infrastructure 
in Maputo has been inherited from the colonial period. As 
stated by one student, in a clearly measured tone: “Indepen-
dence … was an evil that came for the good. Because there 
were negative things, for example, a situation where we did 
not develop. We remained behind in development. Because 
I think that the Portuguese came to bring civilization to 
Mozambique. !erefore, we su+ered. !ere were many 
deaths.”

European colonialism was much more than conquest and 
control of land and commodities. Due to its endurance 
and systematic exploitation, colonialism translated into 
so' power that lasts until the present-day. Formally we are 
living in postcolonial times, but colonialism persists in peo-
ple’s minds, shaping personal trajectories and intergroup 
relations. As Frantz Fanon points out, “Colonization is not 
satis"ed merely with holding a people in its grip and empty-
ing the native’s brain of all form and content. By a kind of 
perverted logic, it turns to the past of oppressed people, and 
distorts, dis"gures and destroys it” (Fanon #$)-, %,). 
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!e myth of Luso-tropicalism seems to continue to struc-
ture the representations of the colonial process in Portugal, 
leading to oblivion of their more brutal aspects. Nor is it 

completely absent in Mozambican answers, illustrating 
the pervasiveness of the oppressive e+ects of the colonial 
process.
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